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The story behind this project.
serve those on the streets of your city,
see with fresh eyes, and celebrate community
Bags of Love is a celebratory community
service opportunity.
Forty years ago, our family was on our way to
Seattle for the day, and my mom packed her
infamously delicious lunches for a picnic in the city.
As she tucked lunches into a backpack,
I counted 10 sacks.

The WHY of Bags of Love is this:
We all have or will need to be pulled up by
another, encouraged. It is an invitation to stop,
see, smile, connect, love…to embrace that we
belong to each other.

“Momma, why did you pack so many lunches?
There are only 5 in our family.”

Over the past decade, I’ve had the joy of creating
Bags of Love with my own children + their friends.
Sometimes we’ve hosted gatherings with oodles of
kids in our home, created them with classmates at
school, or as a family around our dining table.

“Well, honey, I thought we could share some lunch
with people who might be hungry.”
Hours later, as we walked through the city, I
watched her approach folks with grace and a
smile, offering her home-made lunch to each one.
She gave away the 5 lunches (and her coat) within
30 minutes.

When friends in other cities around the United
States heard about what we were doing, they
began asking for help to create their own Bags of
Love gatherings. What fun it has been to share our
ideas with them and to hear about their beautiful
and innovative gatherings.

The Bags of Love seeds were planted that day,
rooted in the sense that “my family” expands
beyond that of two sisters, mom and dad.

And now, YOU are a part of the Bags of Love
community. Welcome! We’re so glad you’re here.
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welcome to
the kula
(community)!
“Wear gratitude like a cloak
and it will feed every corner
of your life.” -Rumi

Would you join our story
by sharing yours?
This Bags of Love Toolkit blends years of community
innovation and commitment to serve those on the
streets of your city, see with fresh eyes, and
celebrate community.
We are currently offering this toolkit at no cost and
ask only that you consider sharing the love with us
and others, in one of the following ways:
After you use this toolkit with your kids, family or friends,
would do us a quick kindness and…

1. FILL OUT THE LAST PAGES (SEE P. 9-11)
2. SNAP A FEW PICS OF YOUR ANSWERS
3. EMAIL OR TEXT US PICS OF YOUR ANSWERS
AND A FEW FROM THE EVENT
TEXT: 720.301.1510
EMAIL: CONNECT@SEEDSOFEXCHANGE.ORG
With this last step, YOU are affectionately a part
of the Bags of Love community.
Thank YOU.
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supplies
you’ll need
these…
BAG FILLERS

• protein or granola bar
• water bottle
• EmergenC powder packet
• piece of candy
• Information directing folks to places to get
a healthy meal, in exchange for service.*

CONSIDER ADDING:

• handwarmers
• tissues hand sanitizer
• toothbrush + toothpaste
• chapstick
• sunscreen
• backpack

SEASONAL ADDITIONS:

• handwarmers
• cozy socks
…………………………………………….

GOOD TO KNOW :)*

Healthy meals in exchange for service:
In Denver, check out: So All May Eat (SAME) Cafe
[ See attached printable on page 13 ]
You may also buy free lunch cards at the SAME
Café for a suggested $5 donation.

OTHER SUPPLIES
FOR BAGS OF LOVE GATHERINGS:
• Bags of Love sample
• speaker
• camera
• computer, if needed, for song
• printed toolkit for each leader
• printed list of bags of love ingredients

SEASONAL DRINK IDEAS:
• hot chocolate mix, milk,
marshmallows, whipped cream
TIP: mix + heat up in a crock pot in
classroom
• lemonade + ice

FOR GRATITUDE EXERCISE:
• cloak
• pillow

SETUP

• wifi tested + video cued up:
Fresh Eyes bit.ly/BOLFreshEyes
• quiet music in CD player or ready to stream
TIP: Ladysmith Black Mombazo/Pandora
• closing dance song cued up on phone/CD
TIP: Watch Me Whip bit.ly/BOLWhip
• Bags of Love assembly line or tables with
ingredients in the center of the table for kids
• posted ingredients for each bag, if helpful
• card making table/creation station
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content
& flow…
15 min | Intro about bags of love
and Fresh Eyes video

We have a song we love in our family right
now, it’s called Fresh Eyes. That’s what this
is about: seeing these folks on the street,
with fresh eyes. This video is about an artist
using his gift to share some love with
homeless folks in California.
In the video, he gives them makeovers,
haircuts, new clothes. But, it’s not that it
matters so much HOW they look, but that
these folks haven’s seen themselves LOOK
like that for a long time. He showed THEM
their own beauty and handsomeness.
Be thinking about YOUR art, your gifts…
now or in the future bringing hope and joy
to the world.
That’s what art and your gifts do. :)

[ Play the song ]

This video was made in California, but we live in
________ (your state), right?
Do we have people standing on the side of the
road?
How many of you notice people standing on the
side of the road with signs?
What have you or a parent read that is on these
signs? (2 responses)
How many of you have stopped in your car and
your parent or you have handed something to a
person on the street? (2 responses)
Did they say anything?
Did they smile?
How did you feel? (2 responses)
20 mins | Bags of Love assembly

Let’s make some bags of love, filled with some
food and cozy goodies to share with folks on the
street, if OK with your parents.
• hold up a Bag of Love + have a child in the
class share each item
• if you make a card, sign your 1st name

Look for the smiles.
Sing along, if you know it.
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content
& flow…
10 mins outside | experience of hot/cold
(dress appropriately for current weather)

Ok loves, we’re gonna step outside for a
moment.
[ INSIDE: While kids are outside, 3 people
will prepare the room for a gratitude hot
chocolate or lemonade circle ]
• shift the tables into a circle formation
• serve up drinks and place on table,
ready when for students to return from
outside.
• turn on quiet music,
TIP: Ladysmith Black Mombazo.

TIP: Play cat and mouse game outside
Kids form a circle, holding hands. Blindfold 1
teacher (the cat) and another teacher
stands in the center. The mouse squeaks and
moves around the circle, trying to elude the
cat. If the cat touches the mouse, then the
game is over. The kids LOVE the opportunity
to watch their teachers play and there is
generally time for just 1 round, so no kids are
chosen/left out.

Imagine, for a moment, not having a comfy
room just inside the door, or even these
amazing friends to play with.
Stand here for a moment. Walk around.
Maybe imagine holding a sign like those folks
on the street we see, asking for something
you need.
You can talk in a whisper to each other about
how the cold feels. How good it will feel to
get inside.
If you get too hot/cold, feel free to go inside.
[ Watch clock / timer for 1 minute ]
Now, let’s quietly form a line outside the
classroom.
[ Ask them to come in quietly inside ]
The music is playing, while they take their
seats in the table round.
TIP: If serving hot chocolate, as kids take their
seats, walk around and add whipped cream
to those who want it.
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content
& flow…
15 mins | Gratitude circle.
[ Once all kids are seated,
say something like… ]

It is hot/cold outside today, right?
Did any of you feel uncomfortable?
If you had to stay outside for a few more
minutes, hours or the day, that would have
been really hard, right?
How did it feel to get a delicious drink
served to you? Pretty special, right?
We see these Bags of Love as a similar gift
of love and comfort to those on the street.
One of my favorite quotes is about
thankfulness being like a soft pillow on
which we lay our heads and another
quote talks about thankfulness being like a
cozy coat (or cloak) that we can wrap
around us.

I have this pillow [ hand to a child ]
and this cloak [ wrap around you ]
Imagine gratitude being a pillow this soft, cozy,
wonderful….or something to wrap yourself in.
We just saw some faces of folks who might not
have homes, or warm clothes on a cold day, a
way to cool off on a hot day. We have
sooooooooooo much to be thankFULL for.
Think about today, what you had for breakfast,
how you made it to school, special people in
your life. Think of 1 person or 1 thing for which
you’re thankFULL. We’re going to go around our
circle and share these things, wrapping our circle
in gratitude like this cloak.
[ Go around in a circle, passing the pillow, for
those who want to rest their cheek on the pillow
as they share ]
5 mins | wrap up.
Let’s celebrate this fun moment of sharing and
serving. For those who like to dance, enJOY
dancing! For those who prefer to watch, enJOY
watching!
[ End with a celebration of song and dance ]
TIP: Watch Me Whip bit.ly/BOLWhip
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fill out your
answers, snap
a pic and
We are soooo excited to hear YOUR story,
and would be grateFULL if you would take
a moment to send us some vital feedback.
Here’s how…

stats…
Date:________________________
City, State:
________________________________
________________________________

1. FILL OUT SCREEN FORMS
2. SNAP A FEW PICTURES OF YOUR
ANSWERS ON NEXT 2 PAGES

Check one: o School or o Home
School Name: (if applicable):

3. EMAIL OR TEXT US PICTURES OF

________________________________

YOUR ANSWERS AND A FEW PICS

________________________________

OF YOUR EVENT

Participants:

TEXT: 720.301.1510
EMAIL: CONNECT@SEEDSOFEXCHANGE.ORG
Thank you.
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# Adults:_________ # Kids:_________
# Bags of Love created: _________
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one quote
from the day…
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your favorite
moment…
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1 thing we can
learn from YOU
and do
differently next
time?
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1 of YOUR
innovations/
additions:
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Everyone, regardless of economic status, deserves the chance to eat healthy food while being treated with dignity.
Light-filled, relaxing lunch spot preparing seasonal bites with innovative pay-what-you-can pricing.
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Join the Seeds Kula (Community) Collective
we standTALL and light up the world, together.

Welcome, dear friend. If you’ve ever wondered
how one person could possibly make a
difference just by showing up exactly as they
are - welcome to the Seeds kula collective!
We invite you to learn, expand, link arms for
change, to live ablaze and light up the world.
You belong here.
We are a collective of everyday people who
are committed to light up the world so that a
mighty difference can be made together. We
do what we do because we believe that we
belong to each other and that each and every
person matters. We passionately work to make
an indelible dent in global human rights and in
one another's day-to-day lives.
We connect individuals, non-profits,
government agencies, or businesses, in order to
increase the ability of each to make a unique
and significant impact. Everyone has
something of value to share with others whether time, money, voice, or purpose.
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There are things for which we have each been
destined that we cannot do alone. Step by
step, arm in arm, we are creating a well-worn
path of inspired vision and action, making
mighty contributions, and offering our gifts in
response to some of the world’s greatest
challenges.
In our community, you can rest, pause, take a
breath, you can be. Be you.
Listen for the trumpet call to rise, to leap, to be
inspired from within and by our people to
say YES! We promise, this community will light
you up. You—we—will never be the same.
You belong here.
We belong to each other.
Let’s standTALL and light up the world, together.
Visit bit.ly/SeedsComm to sign up for stories
from around the world to inspire and ignite
seedsofexchange.org
connect@seedsofexchange.org
Facebook & Instagram @SeedsOfExchange
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